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                           Introduction 
   The writer once discussed a hierarchy formation  •of the rural service system 
by the example of Fukushima Prefecture , north-eastern Japan.1) A few reports of 
his have been added since then concerning the actual shapes and structures of the 
shopping streets of the centers in each grade of such a service system. The 
 examples of the centers of the lowest stratum (3rd stratum) were also expressed in 
his case study of small villages in the Shinjo  Basin.2) Some characters of  that of 
the middle stratum  (2nd stratum) were referred to in his reports on six towns  .in 
the Higashi-iwai district, Iwate Prefecture.3) Dr. K. Tanabe and R . Fujimoto also 
discussed the composition of shopping streets of the 2nd stratum in their study in 
the Shinjo Basin.4) The study of the types of rural-urban relationship should be 
followed by the research of urban composition of centers as  the. non-rural structure . 
That is, the problem of urban spatial organization concerns with the extension and 
distribution type of service establishment. The problem of functional organization 
refers to the individual types of those centers which are formed by the mutual 
relation of the kinds of service facilities in their types and scales . The problem 
of social organization will be understood by the analysis of the social class and 
community relation of commercial homes as a member of city's or town's men . 
In this paper, the writer will report, though it is descriptive , some aspects of 
these problems taking the example of Kitakami city in Iwate Prefecture . It is 
dealt with as a sample of upper class centers , because it belongs to the incomplete 
1st order in the hierarchy system of the  writer.5) 
 (1)  Y.Watanabe  : The Central Hierarchy in Fukushima  Prefecture  : A Study of Types 
         of Rural Service Structures. Sci. Repts. Tohoku Univ., 7th  Seri. No. 4 1955. 
 (2)  Y.Watanabe  : The Service Pattern in the Shinjo Basin, Yamagata Perfecture. Sci. 
         Repts. Tohoku Univ., 7th  Seri., No. 3. 1954. 
 (3) K.Tanabe,  Y.  Watanabe & S.  Saito  : The Geographical Study of the Six Towns in 
         Higashiiwai District. Iwate Prefecture. Ann. Tohoku Research Assoc.,  (Tohoku-
        Kenkya) Vol. 5, No. 1955. (in Japanese) 
 (4)  R.Fujimoto  : Shinjo City and Two Small Towns  —  A Study of the inner Structure of 
         Local Towns. Sci. Repts. Tohoku Univ., 7th  Seri., No. 3, 1954. 
 (5) The study of the hierarchy system of the whole Tohoku Region is intended for the 
         papers in the next Reports.
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              Scales and Situation of Kitakami City. 
   The four cities of Hanamaki (c. 1), Kitakami (ic.  1), Mizusawa (c. 1), Ichinoseki 
(c. 1) are arranged on the linear line of N—S direction the Kitakami valley lowland, 
southern Iwate Prefecture. These are situated from 10 to 20 kilometers apart 
with considerable regular intervals. That is a typical valley  linier pattern caused 
by the concentration of four traffic routes of the Oshu high way and Kitakami 
River water course till the middle of Meiji Era and the National High Way No. 
4 and National Government Railway Tohoku trunk line at present. The town 
named Iwayado (ic. 2) is sited 7 kilometers east of Mizusawa city. Y. Okuda who 
investigated into the cities and towns in this area in 1949, concluded that the four 
cities of Hanamaki, Kitakami, Mizusawa and Ichinoseki belong to the 1st  order.6) 
His conclusion was based mainly on the data of the shop-ratios and land-value 
figures of the main streets and seemed to lay some emphasis on the physiognomie 
of urban land use. 
   Based on the Hierarchy concept, the writer would classify as of the  1st stratum 
center (city class center) the four cities including Iwayado town. The reason 
will be understood by the  forMer report on the hierarchy system and also justified 
in the next figure of trade areas of Iwayado town. The number of shops in each 
core administrative unit is cited in Table I. It is clear that the four cities containing 
            Table I. The number of shops of centers in Kitakami Lowland
 Ichinoseki (c.  1) 
 Hanamaki (c.  1) 
 Mizusawa (c. 1) 
OKurosawajiri  (ic.  1) 
 Iwayado (ic.  2) 
 Maesawa (ic. 2) 
 Ishidoriya (c. 3) 
 Kanegasaki (c.  3) 
 Hiraizumi (ic.  3) 
 Oohazama (ic.  3) 
 Yumoto (ic.  3) 
 Tsuchizawa (ic. 3) 
 Hanaizumi (ic 3) 
 Yuda (c. 4) 
 Ezuriko  (ic. 4) 
 Yokokawame  (ic 4) 
 Yuguchi (ic. 4) 
 Sawauchi (ic. 4) 
 Iwasaki (ic. 4) 
 Fujine (ic. 4) 
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Kitakami City have the character of super-developed service function in this area, 
and the two towns of Iwayado and Maesawa belong to a transition type from this 
to the middle stratum (Town class center) center. 
   The core settlement of present Kitakami City is the old Kurosawajiri Town. 
It became Kitakami City in 1949 uniting its neighbouring six mura communities. 
The number of commercial  enterprises'  ) of the towns in the 26th of  Meiji Era was 
as folows; Morioka (seat of Prefectural office) 999, Mizusawa 478, Ichinoseki 404, 
Kurosawajiri 368, Hanamaki 360, Iwayado 307 Hizume 247 and so on. The figures 
show that the present pattern of centers was already established in the Meiji Era, 
and Kurosawajiri Town is somewhat delayed in development compared with the 
other three cities. Now, the population of the compact built-up area of the city 
amounts to 15,000. It has the ribs-like pattern of shopping streets as shown in 
Fig. 2,  (8  ) and shows the grid-like-streets pattern. Y. Okuda pointed out that this 
pattern together with that of the three cities of Hanamaki, Mizusawa and Ichinoseki
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 definition of  "commerce" is considerably not the same as the present one. 
Commerce then comprised many kinds of activities which should be classified as 
service at present. 
source is copied from the map by R. Fujimoto and from the discription by Dr. 
K. Tanabe in the reports on the fundamental elements of Development of Kitakami 
City. published by the municipal office of Kitakami City. 1956.
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belongs to the small city type different from that to which town class centers do. 
The latter shows ordinalily the mono-street type along the highway. 
   Fig.  I show the status of the retail service areas surrounding Kitakami City. 
The source is gained by the card-questionary research concerning to the buying 
habits of eleven kinds of commodities which are so selected that each of them 
should indicate the nature of trade area of each grade of the hierarchy system. 
The research unit chosen was an  ele  - 
mentary school tract, and 30 cards a 
unit were collected on an average. The . wz- •  %0
buying habits are expressed by the ratio 
of purchase for every center by every 
questioned home. Fig. A shows the 
average depending ratio on Kitakami 
City in each unit, concerning to the 
three kind of commodities of clothes, 
foot wear, and drugs. The trade of this 
group of commodites is a typical func-
tion of the 2nd stratum center (town-
class center), Fig. B is that of European  — 
coats, leather-made shoes, cameras, 
articles bought in block for marriage, 
which are typical of the function of the 
1st stratum centers (city-class centers). 
The high ratio area is farther expanded 
to the west in Fig. B than that of Fig. 
A. The meaning of this change will be 
better understood in Fig. C and D. 
Both of them show the trade boundary line 
got by the grouping of units according to their 
in every circle indicate the depending ratio 
correspond to Fig. A, and shows the buying 
the activity of the town-class center. In the 
and middle-class  centers  ; Kitakami (K), H 
(M), Tsuchizawa (Tc), Ishidoriya (Is), Kane 
(Yg), Fujine (Fj), Iwasaki  (Iw), Yokokawan 
 Kuchinai (Kc), Yanagawa (Yn), Yonesato  (I 
awa (Kr). From the viewpoint of this type 
about 39,000 population. In fig. D which  sho
 .L11  J -1  GIL  U111  l_.C.LiLel  W11-  I h - 
r), 
 .  Fig. 2. Areal Structure of Kitakami city 
(mapped by R. Fujimoto) 
 a  : central commercial area 
 : i l  t  ti   t   b  : commercial area 
1  c  : residential area 
d  : residential area containing farms 
 e  : factories 
 L  f  : new commercial area 
Leaning  g  : new residential area 
l  h  : varies public use 
e  or so-called trade circle of each center, 
i   it  i  t  t i  highest depending ratios. The hatches 
 Te upon the respective centers. Fig. C 
habit of the commodities typical in 
 Figure, there are many circles of upper 
-class  centers  ; itaka i ( ), anamaki (H), Iwayado (I), Mizusawa 
 iza a ( c), Ishidoriya (Is), anegasaki (Kn), Yumoto (Ym), Yuguchi 
ae (Fj),  I asaki  (I ), okoka ame (Yk), Yuda (Yd), Sawauchi (Sw), 
Ys), Wakayanagi (Wa) and Koromog-
  t  i i t  t i  t  of activity, Kitakami circle contains 
 )  ws the activity of the city-class center,
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these small circles on the contrary mostly disappear. That is to say, Yg, Ym, Tc 
and Is are covered with the Hanamaki circle; Kn,  Fj,  Iw, Yk, Yd, Kn and Sw 
with the Kurosawajiri circle; Yn and Tm, with the Iwayado circle: Wn and (Kr) 
with the Mizusawa; and Kn is divided by the Kitakami, and Mizusawa circles. This 
shows that Kitakami City acts on the one hand as the center of town-class and on 
the other hand clearly as the center of upper stratum or the city-class  center.. In 
the latter type of activity, it has the trade circle with a population of 94,000, third 
times as large in the case of Fig. C. Table II shows the population of the trade 
 Table II. The population of Trade area circles of the other centers in the same 
                                  meaning. Among them, Hanamaki, Mizu-
              tape C  I Type D sawa and Ichinoseki include in them a 
 Hanamaki 43,637 109,228 few town class centers  (c,3—ic.3) and mura  Kitakami  38,633  93,771 
 Iwayado  26,164 38,913 communities. Kitakami and Iwayado 
 Mizusawa 46,924 91,173 
 Ichinoseki 58,098 97,228 overlie on a larger number of but smaller 
 Maesawa 19,243  (19,243)                                    Agricultural -village-class centers (c.4—ic.4).
         Elements of commercial activity of Kitakami city. 
   The writer classifies for convenience the kinds of retail services as Table III. 
This stands upon the base of the classification of services got by the study of hier-
archy system, but is not exactly the same one, because the items of classification 
are not the same in the two cases. 
   In the central built-up area of Kitakami City, there are about 400 shops 
except the kinds of eating or drinking service and the kinds of retail services 
combined with manufacturing. The composition is as follows. The most accumu-
lative service kinds are retail shops of candy, cake and tobacco, 45 shops (12.2%), 
and of wine and condiments, 29.5  shops9)  (8%). Exclusively as to the shopping 
goods of selective nature, the largest number is shown by dry goods and second 
hand clothing, 17.5 shops (4.8  %)  ; European clothes, 26 shops (7  %)  ; foot-wear, 
18 shops  (4.9%), shoes 9  shops  ; foregin ware 10  shops; drug, 7  shops  ; tool and 
sporting goods (7 %); stationery, 8 shops; kitchen wares 8.5, shops and others. 
Selective facility (number of shops) is about 10 on an average in the case of 
shopping goods. 
   Table IV shows the general distribution of the kinds of groups. The groups 
of A. B. D seem to be in the nature of being consumed mainly by the people of 
central town itself. These groups contain 165 shops  (43.1%) being the largest
(9) The shop is estimated as 0.5 shop when it deals with more than one kind of commodity
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Table  III. The classification of commodities or shops
mainly consumed by 
 the population of 
 central town itself
mainly consumed by 
 the population of 
 central town and 
 its neighbouring 
  areas
mainly consumed by 
 the population of 
 whole trade area
(A). primary food
 (B). daily consumption 







(E). commodities mainly 
consumed in urban 
(European style) life
(F). various goods 




 1.  candy & cake 
 2  .  tabacco 
 3. wine 
 4. condiments 
 5. fish 
 6  .  green grocery 
 7. fuel 
8. rice shop 
 9  .  teas 
10. butcher's meat 
 11. food stuff in general 
12. bean-curds (Tohu) 
13. fried-curds (Aburage) 
14. paste made from the starch of 
 the devil s tongue(Konnyaku) 
15. farmented soy beans (Natto) 
 16.  roast sweet potato 
 17.  ice-cream or candy 
18. kitchen weres 
 19. drugs 
20. cosmetics 
21. clothing 
22. second-hand clothes 
 23.  European goods 
 24.  fancy goods
25. foot wears 
26. rubber shoes 
27. bags 
28. bedding (Futon) 
29. chinas 
30. hard wares 
 31.  glasses 
32. agricultural machin 
 33.1ive-stock furnishing 
34. bicycle 
35. European clothes 




40. boods and magazines 
41. toys 
42. sporting goods 
43. time peaces 
44. eye glasses 
45. music instruments 
 46.  radios 
47. electric machines 
48. cameras 
49. sewing machins 
50. news paper 
51. flowers 
52. precious stones and others, 
  precious metals  53
.  cardboard boxes 
54. chinese  & Japanese drugs 
55. gasoline 
56. viecles and wagons 
57. pumping machine 
58. automobile 
59. parts of automobile 
60. balances and measures 
61. crinical instruments 
62.  burber's instruments
distributed 
commonly 




in city class 
centers alone
distributed 
also in town 
class center
distributed 
in city class 
centers alone
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percentage of income    i
n city's total
Group A







li  T) 33.0 8.6  7.2%
total of A. B. D. 165.0 43.1 37.9%
Group C 99.0 25.9 38.0%
Group E







total of D. E. 118.0 31.0 25.1%
number. The groups, C.  E. F. which seem to have a relation to the town's people 
as well as those of surrounding trade area are the rest half in their total. Among 
the latter groups, the group C, which represents the main activity of the town-class 
center and is related to the comparatively small area of its neighbourhood, is nearly 
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 Income  by  other  buStne.  (^ro,) 
3. Distribution of shops for each class 
of income (expressed by number which 
belongs to each class of income; income 
classes are divided by every 20,000 Yen 
and figures are drawn by means of 
shifting average method
Fig.
the spatial activity of the city class 
center Kitakami City belongs to. 
   The distribution of the income of 
shops in the city is shown in Fig. 3. 
The income of a shop from its retail 
enterprise appears most frequently 
on the grade less than 100,000. The 
income from other business gradually 
increases in the case of shops of small 
retail income. Especially many families 
get about 200,000 yen by total of 
both the income. It seems to suggest 
the lowest stable level of living in this 
city, and it roughly matches to the 
mean expense level of the urban 
 40  \, ‘ 
         30  s• 
 20 
 Po 
 10 20  30 40  SO 60  70 
 income  level  (^  (0.000  Yen) 
  Fig. 4. Income level of Kitakami city 
    (personal income, not by families)
 a  : got by commerce 
 b  : got by all kinds of works
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dwellers by census in whole Japan. If so, 62% of the shops in this city can not 
earn their standarized income from commerce. And yet Fig 4. shows that com-
merce is one of the most favoured living way in this city. 
   Fig. 5 shows the classification of income by the kinds of retail. More than  60% 
of C group shops have income higher than 200,000 yen a year, but only 30 % earn 
as much in the case of Group A, D, E. And 20 % of C group shops get the income 
as much as 400,000 yen. While in the case of Groups A, D. and E, each contains 
only 5% of the shops earning as much. As to the combined income, 24 % of Group 
A have more than 100,000 yen and 10  % of E do as much.  13.5  % of A have more 
than 200,000 yen, each of D and  E representing 5.5 %. Generally speaking, many 
high class shops belong to the group C of town-class activity. Among A. B. and D., 
group B of specialized shops for daily consumption shows a comparatively high 
income and the contrast is Group A. But, the income from some business is 
often added to the retail income in the latter case. Group D is somewhat similar to 
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prise many shops which were established as a temporary work of an unemployed 
surplus population as is common the case in present  Japan.") Group  E,  F, of city 
class commercial activity, also have the unexpectedly fewer shops of the high grade 
income. It seems similar to the nature of Group A or D, when their nature of 
spatial distribution is considered together in the next paragraphs. As a result, 
Groups D, E respectively comprises more shops of lower income than A when 
combined income are considered. 
   The general distribution of the income among the groups is shown in Table 
IV. Groups A, B, and D, added together, gain 37 % of the total income though 
they occupies  43.1  % in number. Group C gets 38 % of the total income by shops 
of only 25.9 % of the total number. But Groups E and F  raise only 20.97 % of 
income though they have 26.5 % of the shops total. 
                Shopping-Streets of Kitakami City. 
   Before the observation of the spatial structure of shopping streets, the writer 
refers again to the classification above cited. Since the study by Dr. Y. Ogasawara, 
the composition of the kinds of shops in the city central area has been clarified to 
some degree. R. Fujimoto, S. Kiji, Y. Sugimura have recently refered to it. It 
seems to the writer that the above cited classification based on the nature of the 
customers,  concearns with the spatial character of retail kinds too. Groups A, B, 
and D may correspond to the dispersive type; Group E, to the concentrating 
type, and Group C lies on both the categories of R. Fujimoto's  classification.11)  Y. 
Sugimura mentioned, as the articles of the most typical central type, cameras, time 
pieces, glasses, precious stones, and bags; and shoes, European clothing, clothes 
exclusively for them, foreign wares, umbrellas, wool products, cakes, and food 
stuff in general as of the next stage; and clothes, drugs, cosmetics, hard wares, 
kitchen wears, electric machines, furniture, stationery and books as of the lower 
 stage.12) Here, Group E. and F have the most typical central character, followed by 
Group C in the next stage, and Group A, B, and D belong to the noncentral type. 
The shops of bags show the largest discordance between this classification and 
Sugimura's result. This is due to the absence of shops dealing with the high-
class bags in this city. Here the shops mainly selling cheep goods alone such as 
satchels for school boy, cases made of vinyl or cloth commonly used in rural 
 (10) T.  Minoguchi  : Population Problem especially concerning to commercial enterprise 
        in the "Commercial Enterprises of Small and Medium Scales" edited by T.Matsui 
        1953. (in Japanese) 
 (11). R.  Fujimoto  : The Shopping Street; As an Element of City Structure in North Japan 
         Scr. Repts. Tohoku Univ., 7th  Seri. No. 2. 1953. 
 (12) Y.  Sugimura  : Composition and  Arrangement of Shops at Central Shopping Streets. 
         Geogr. Rev. Japan. Vol. 29,  No. 9, 1956. (in Japanese).
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life. Therefore, they are classified into Group C  and 
the type of clothes or kitcken wares also in their  spa 
   The writer divides the shopping-streets into 
eleven  parts as shown in Fig. 6. This classification 
is a quite conventional one to obtain the clear ex-
pression of areal difference of the shopping-streets. 
Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution of the kinds 
of shops. Group C is predominant in the central 
part. The service composition according to tracts 
is shown in percentage in Table V. Tracts 2, 4 
and 5 surrounding the road cross of Honcho and 
Suwacho and Tract 3 contains C group shops  respecti: 
about 40 %. The other parts are composed of C gr 
While Group E and F are also found in the ce 
scattered in the whole peripheral areas, showing the 
sition ratio is 30-35 % in the former tracts and of
 d are thought to be 
 atial nature in this
similar to 
case.
Fig. 6. Conventional 
  of tracts
division
vely the high percentage of 
oup showing only  10-25 %. 
t  ntral tracts, but they are 
r high ratio. Their compo-
 ten more than 30 % in the
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establishments other than ratailing (including retailing combined with 
                 manufacturing)
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    (The naked figures show the percentage in each tract, and enclosed figure real number.) 
latter. Relatively speaking, Group C concentrates in the central part and E  and 
  are superior in the peripheral; Group A, B and D are absolutely dominant in 
the peripheral. 
   The spatial distribution of income is shown in Fig. 8. The shops of the 
highest grade can be seen in the central prosperous area having a diameter of 
about  100m,  with the road cross of Honcho and Suwacho as its center. It is  wort1w 
of note that the northern and the southern edges of this part are observed as  peculi4r 
low income parts. The shops having the income of more than 400,000 yen  compdse 
20-30% of the total shops in Tracts 2 and 3, but they are scarecely found in the 
other parts. The shops having the income of more than 200,000 yen are distributed 
as well in Tract 1, formerly developed shopping-streets together with Tract 2, in 
Tract 5, the road to the station, and in Tract 6 near the agglomeration of
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                       Fig. 8 Distribution of retail income 
administrative offices. Fig. 9 shows the result of 
a survey of traffic intensity. Traffic from the sur-
rounding area form small node at thei  nlet of the 
town, then disperses to inner streets, and increases 
again at the center. This aspect is quite different 
from that of the mono-street type formation of 
town-class centers, and may suggest the meaning 
of  "City center" mentioned above, though the city 
center formation is probably much promoted also 
by the  effect  Of rapid growth of bus traffic after 
the War. 
   The days of  the  apperance of the present shops are  s 
shops are found  in Tracts 1, 2, 3, and 4. They still reser 
property as Fig. 11 not concerned to wheather they are 
Tract 5 and 8 have been developed since the Taisho Era,
1/
  101111a11011  15  inup ti  n  i n-Inlet"   Fig .  9. Walking traffic 
of surveyed on March, 
8,  9, in 1955 
   hown in Fig. 10. The old 
ved high value of private 
successfull or  not today. 
 when this  city was in-
fluenced by railroad traffic. This rapid growth is so  characteristic, that year 
cycle phenomenon still remains in the population composition of the retailer's 
 families as in Fig. 12.
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             ,inCt
                  Fig. 10 Distribution of running Period of Shops  
: Days of the establishment of shops 
 a  : in and before Meiji Era  b  : in Taisho Era  c  1st,---,10th of 
           Showa Era  d  :  11th—.20th of Showa  e  :  21th.---25th of Showa 
 f  : after 26th of Showa 
   Fig. 13 shows the moving of the shops in the last three decades. The new 
shops in the peripheral part of the glid-like shopping-streets are usually built-up 
by those who were born in the neighbouring rural land or in this town. Most of 
them belong to groups A, D and  E, and did not succeed in getting high income. 
This is a very common type found also in the rural area or town-class center, 
and known as an emergent work of unemployed population, and the edge parts 
of the central zone also represent the high intensity of shop-moving. Many of 
them are immigrants from remote larger cities, and earn the high grade of income. 
They belong mainly to groups B. C. and  E. This type is not found in the rural 
area or town-class centers. They are thought to be merchants in the true sense 
of the word whose sole purpose of moving is to seek after profit. This will also 
result in the formation of the  difinite commercial center.
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              Conclusion 
   Kitakami City has grown to the status of 
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             Fig. 13. Distribution of immigrants and movement of shops 
                      (traced as many as possible in showa Era) 
 A  : moved shops which get income of more than 200,000 Yen 
 B  : moved shops which get income of from 100,000 to 200,000 Yen 
 C  : moved shops which get income of less than 100,000 Yen 
 a  : movement within city 
 b  : immigrants from neighboring rural area 
 c  : immigrants from remote areas 
 d  : not clear 
tative of city-class activity of the 1st stratum. The animation lies on shops retail-
ing common shopping goods, which are most typical in the town-class activity of 
the  2nd stratum. It will be clearly observed in the concentration of Group C on 
the central part, in its higher level of retail income per shop, and in the high total 
income earned by the shops of Group C. There is another group of shops, Primary 
Groups of A and B, which belongs to the type of the 3rd stratum and deals with the 
convenient goods for the daily consumption mainly of the town's men themselves. 
They occupy the largest number of shops in this city, but their income level by 
retailing is generally low and the total income is also lower than that of Group 
C. Many of the shops are considered to be run temporarily to escape from their 
economical difficulties by an unemployed population as is common case in present 
Japan. Except a few shops exceptionally successful, many of the shops of city
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class activities, Groups  E and F, also have the similar nature to the primary groups 
in this city. It is shown by their spatial pattern, by their ages of appearance and, 
further, by their present standing of income level. Probably they are established 
for the sole reason of growing surplus population which neccessarily tends to occur 
in the central nature. They aim at possible earnings though trifle, dealing with the 
large population of the central town itself and of its surrounding area focussed by 
the town class activities of the city. Then, primary and the city class groups are 
observed to be a subordinate order of activity in this city. 
   Thus, Kitakami City bears double character; the one is shown in the morphology 
or type of trade area and the other in its real function. This nature will be studied 
again in future from another viewpoint concerning to the relation between the 
number of shops of  the centers and the population of their various mode of trade 
area. The aspects may not be common throughout all the centers of this class. 
For instance, the cities of Hanamaki and Mizusawa have department-store, which 
Kitakami City has not. Some difference is probably supposed between the com-
mercial natures of Kitakami and the two cities. But Kitakami city still shows an 
example raised by a service system of a real area in the Tohoku District in Japan.
